
 

 
 
 

Just last week, against the advice of even some major auto 
manufacturers, clenched- jaw Donald rolled back automobile 
mileage and pollution standards (See here the New York Times op-ed 
by Daniel F. Becker and James Gerstenzang on August 2, 2018). 
Trump’s mania knows no bounds! Trump’s compulsive crazy desire 
to repeal all Obama’s achievements means he is willing to move us 
backwards, making the future more dangerous and uncertain. The 
result is more life-destroying pollutants in your lungs, more 
consumer dollars spent on gasoline for less mileage per gallon, more 
climate crisis-exacerbating gases. 
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Coronavirus Failures Show Trump Is 
Clear and Present Danger to the United 
States 
Seven "pro-contagion activities" by Trump increased the coronavirus death toll in the 
United States. 

By Ralph Nader 

U.S. President Donald Trump is flanked by Vice President Mike Pence while speaking 
during a news briefing on the latest development of the coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. 
in the James Brady Press Briefing Room at the White House March 18, 2020 in 
Washington, DC. (Photo: Alex Wong/Getty Images) 



Trump ridiculed, then minimized, then delayed the federal government’s response to the 
coronavirus for weeks. Then finally he wrapped his boastful, confused ego around reality. 
But Trump is actively pushing programs that will endanger more Americans. 

Here’s a brief look at Trump’s pro-contagion activities that leave Americans defenseless 
in the face of the virus, implemented by his crazed and cruel appointees. 

1. Trump is pushing hard to weaken safety regulations for nursing homes. 
Weakening these regulations leaves elderly residents vulnerable to infectious 
diseases, meaning more people will get sick and die. 

2. Trump is fanatically trying to end Obamacare in court cases. Twenty million 
people, at least, will lose health insurance. He has no replacement. As a Yale 
University study just demonstrated, 65,000 to over 100,000 Americans die every 
year because they do not have health insurance (see the Yale study here). Trump 
apparently is okay with many more people losing their lives to further entrench 
his cruel, corporatist ideology. Many more people will stay sick because they are 
uninsured and therefore cannot afford diagnosis and treatment. 

3. Trump is lying about his concern for American workers. Why is OSHA 
weakening workplace safety protections that keep workers safer? The answer: 
Trump is a crazed and cruel corporatist. 

4. Trump’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) henchmen are racing to 
weaken, revoke, or not enforce environmental safeguards for the air you breathe, 
the water you drink, and the food you eat. Certain scientifically condemned 
pesticides, for example, are in your food, but Trump and his EPA lackeys don’t 
care. These cruel minions are also taking advantage of the coronavirus crisis by 
signaling to polluters they can open up emission pipes and that the EPA will look 
the other way. Trump’s EPA is taking actions that mean more people will get sick 
and more people will die. 

5. Last month, Food and Drug Agency (FDA) announced that it is suspending 
inspections of foreign manufacturers importing food, drugs and medical devices 
into the U.S. through April. This decision is madness! FDA will even suspend 
inspections of Chinese labs producing large amounts of imported drugs for 
American patients.This is like telling corporate criminals that the panicked U.S. is 
unguarded without federal cops on the beat. More unprotected Americans will be 
at immediate risk of death and disease. 

6. Just last week, against the advice of even some major auto manufacturers, 
clenched- jaw Donald rolled back automobile mileage and pollution 
standards (See here the New York Times op-ed by Daniel F. Becker and 
James Gerstenzang on August 2, 2018). Trump’s mania knows no bounds! 
Trump’s compulsive crazy desire to repeal all Obama’s achievements means 
he is willing to move us backwards, making the future more dangerous and 
uncertain. The result is more life-destroying pollutants in your lungs, more 
consumer dollars spent on gasoline for less mileage per gallon, more climate 
crisis-exacerbating gases. 



7. Trump faces enormous opposition, from medical experts, consumer groups, 
environmental groups, civil rights groups, anti-poverty organizations, and even 
conservatives that will take him to court. What does he care? 

8. Stubborn Trump’s embargo of Iran and other severe sanctions on nations wanting 
to sell medicines and equipment to virus-plagued poorer locations disrupts 
international efforts to contain the deadly virus. 

Almost no reporters are asking Trump about his reckless, anti-safety policies in the midst 
of a pandemic that is especially dangerous for victims with pre-existing ailments and 
sicknesses. 

Again, Trump is a clear and present danger to the U.S.A. He is misleading, egomaniacal, 
unstable, confused, and cannot process information to make decisions carried out 
properly and quickly. 

It’s all in plain sight, Trump voters! Do you think he will exempt you and yours from the 
dangers noted above? His actions will cause cancer, respiratory diseases, exposure to 
perilous medicines, loss of insurance coverage, and more. This is what happens when the 
government places the greedy wants of Wall Street over the basic needs of Main Street. 

Trump voters face a harsh daily reality where they live, work and raise their families. 
One hopes they will finally demand a President who empathizes with peoples’ dire straits 
and embraces the Golden Rule. Instead of a President who betrays us while giving 
sugarcoated campaign speeches and manipulative flatteries. 
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